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Directory Structure 
 
\               - Contains this readme file, as well as its French equivalent 
                  (lisezmoi.rtf); a file containing disclaimers and an 
                  end-user agreement for digital data (licence_agreement_e.rtf); and a file 
                  containing the recommended citation (citation.rtf).
\data           - Contains digital data in two formats
  \e00          - Directory for ArcInfo™ E00 exchange format.
    \as2140      - Contains a readme file specific to files in E00 format
                  and directories for base and geological data sets.
      \base     - Contains base data sets.
      \geology 	- Contains geological data sets.
  \shp          - Directory for shapefile format.
    \as2140      - Contains a readme file specific to files in shape file
                  format, and directories for base and geological data sets.
      \base     - Contains base data sets.
      \geology  - Contains geological data sets.
\doc            - Contains .pdf files of map elements, including map, legend, 
                  figures, and additional notes.
\meta           - Contains metadata in 'FGDC classic' format.
 
 
Data Directory (\data)

Contains data in two formats, each in its own subdirectory. Separate
readme files specific to each format provide detailed information.

Consult the Cartographic Digital Standards (CDS) document, found at 
http://ess.nrcan.gc.ca/pubs/carto/standards_e.php for information about 
naming conventions, attribute structure and definitions, required info files, 
and the use of external tables.
 
 
Assistance

Questions, suggestions, and comments regarding the geological information
contained in the data sets should be addressed to the contact person identified 
under 'Point of contact' in the metadata file.
 
Questions, suggestions, and comments regarding the digital format, distribution,
or cartographic products should be addressed to the contact person identified 
under 'Distribution information' in the metadata file.
 
 
Date Stamp

Digital data for release created on (Y/M/D) 2009/06/10.
ArcInfo version: 9.3,,(Wed Apr 30 14:02:08 PDT 2008)
GEMS versions: 2.3 
Digital Release AML version: 2.0
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